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Thank you for picking up our Annual Report for 2015 - 2016.  

Inside you will find a brief overview of our work and some

highlights.

Looking back over the year, it is always a pleasure to

present this report as it really does give a flavour of the

 range of our activities and the sheer diversity of the

 people involved.

At REMA we are committed to improving outcomes for

Black and Minority Ethnic (BME) communities by supporting

 the wonderful array of community groups, committed volunteers

and engaged individuals who are the backbone of both the BME

 communities and the Rotherham community as a whole. 

In 2015 it seems Rotherham started to recover from the massive changes

and traumatic incidents that have scarred this town and its people. Local

services have stabilised their structures and groups continue to innovate to

support their communities. However we must recognise the environment remains

highly challenging for BME charities and groups. The continuing squeeze on public

spending hits the most disadvantaged the hardest, as demand for services and support from

groups continues to grow and outstrip capacity. 

The challenges for 2016/17 are similar to those over the last few years.

The public purse strings continue to tighten and we will see more

decommissioning of many vital services. This will create a major

challenge for the voluntary and community sector and we need to

ensure we are ready to meet it. Community cohesion has become

increasingly challenging as politicisation of race and migration

becomes more evident. Bringing people together will be a major priority

for REMA in the coming year as we build on the highly successful

Love is Louder project (see page 4)

Over the next pages, you will find out about the depth and breadth of

our work, with highlights from all of our service areas.  Of course,

 the report only provides a brief snapshot, so please contact us to find

out more. As always we are grateful to all of our staff, volunteers and

trustees for their excellent work on behalf of our members and BME

communities.  We would also like to recognise and thank all partners

and funders for their continued support.

Welcome

Azizzum Akhtar
Chief Executive

Bill Thomas
Chair of the board
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Rotherham Ethnic Minority Alliance (REMA) is the Black and Minority Ethnic (BME) sector

infrastructure support and development organisation in the Borough.  REMA is an independent charity

that supports the development of a vibrant, effective and influential BME Voluntary, Community and

Faith Sector locally (VCFS).

REMA membership has representation from over 50 local VCFS groups ranging from long established

training providers through to faith-based organisations and informal social groups.

VISION

Active communities that

embrace equality and enjoy

Rotherham’s diversity

MISSION

REMA is committed to action

which values diversity and equality of

opportunity, empowers people and

supports

voluntary and community

action

Introduction

REMA provides a wide range of services, including specialist organisational support, volunteering

support, advice and training to its membership. REMA also plays an enabling role to support and

facilitate joint working between BME VCFS and mainstream VCFS and statutory bodies, and helping

to ensure that the interests and concerns of the BME VCFS are represented and championed.  

Helping BME people to influence and have a say on issues that affect their lives is a core activity.

REMA supports and coordinates RECN, the Rotherham BME Network. This provides a framework for

debate and dialogue across the BME VCFS on relevant policy issues and to promote engagement

with the public sector.

What we do

Who we are
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How we did in 2015/2016

Everything we seek to achieve at REMA is driven by our core objectives.

Improving outcomes for BME communities and celebrating BME communities contributions to Rotherham’s

Civic Society

An independent and sustainable BME Sector in Rotherham

Organisations working in partnership to overcome barriers and make a positive difference for BME

communities

Proactive and diverse BME sector engaged in civil society and representing the experiences and needs of

local communities.

Over the next few pages you will find out about some of our work towards meeting these objectives and below

is a summary of the year in numbers.

How we did 

Inspire

Strengthen

Collaborate

Involve

2165PEOPLE ATTENDED REMA EVENTS

212 INTERVENTIONS TO MEMBER ORGANISATIONS
AND LOCAL COMMUNITIES

115volunteering opportunities
facilitated and supported

£40,000SECURED FOR SMALL BME GROUPS

12H E L P E D  G R O U P S  W I T H  C O N S T I T U T I O N S ,
M E M O R A N D U M  A N D  A R T I C L E S  O F  A S S O C I A T I O N ,

O P E N I N G  B A N K  A C C O U N T S  A N D  F I N A N C I A L
S Y S T E M S .

29GROUPS HELPED WITH
SERVICE DELIVERY

 a year in numbers
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Rotherham is home to proud and diverse communities. From the early migration of people from Kashmir to the later arrival of refugees

and asylum seekers from the Middle East and Africa and the recent Eastern European communities, all of these communities have

chosen to make their new lives in Rotherham. They have all made a great impact on the town and REMA is committed to promoting their

cultures and improving outcomes for all.

Love is Louder

BME communities reported high levels of community tension over the course of the year.

Hate crime incidents continued to increase both in frequency and severity. Women in particular

felt that large parts of Rotherham are unsafe for them to visit. Regular far right protests are also

seen to have normalised intolerance of minorities.  Cohesion activity became a high priority for

REMA in 2015/16. We were also clear that whilst we would continue to do work to highlight the

 negative impact of cohesion issues and hate crime we would primarily focus on celebrating

communities, bringing people together and promoting the message that  love is indeed louder

than hate.

In 2015 we launched the Love is Louder project, working with a broad range of

VCS groups, arts organisations, young people’s groups, local businesses and

communities from Maltby to Masbrough, REMA took its Love is Louder message

across the town.  The project delivered a range of activities including

• Exhibitions of art work from REMA’s Our Voices Hate crime  project

• Workshops at Clifton Park Museum on art from around the globe

• Community Art Days in local  communities to bring people together

• “Knit and Natter” sessions

The most significant piece of work on the project was the Art Bomb.  

REMA designed a project to symbolise how the cohesive whole is made up of

hundreds of distinct pieces. Pieces of artwork made from a wide range of textiles

were created throughout the year. From young children at school, to older people

at local churches to teenage girls at Mosques and business leaders at conferences,

people from all walks of life took part. The culmination of this effort was to tie the

pieces together and affix them to public buildings around Rotherham.

A groundswell of engagement resulted in considerable media attention. The project was regularly featured in local newspapers, on radio

shows and social media channels . The project engaged with 50 organisations and over 1000 individuals got involved and had a

tremendous impact in promoting togetherness.

Inspire

“the Love is Louder project
 promotes a sense of togetherness
and as its title suggests, sends the

message loud and clear that
Rotherham is a town united
against hate and prejudice."

Mayor of Rotherham,
Cllr Lyndsay Pitchley
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Roma drop-in advice surgeries

This highly popular service provides the local Roma community with access to a Roma support

worker (from their own community) to advise and support them through a wide range of issues

including benefit advice, accessing healthcare, accessing schools, and accompanying people to

appointments where language is a major barrier.  We fulfilled 2398 appointments during the year

and saw people from a range of Eastern European communities including Czech Republic,

Slovakia, Hungary,  Romania and Poland. We have also seen people from other migrant and

refugee communities as a result of word of mouth recommendations. Whilst the service is aimed at

adults, many users have young children and in 2015 we launched pilot in collaboration with

Coleridge Children Centre to  provide a  stay and play session in conjunction with the Drop-in.

Visitors are  encouraged to bring their children when they attend the drop-in and take the first steps

 in enrolling their children in early years education

• 2398 advice appointments at the Drop-in

Come dine with us

REMA ‘borrowed’ the premise from a popular tv show and gave it a little twist to help bridge the gap

between different communities. REMA piloted an initiative that used the experience of sharing food

together as a unifying force to bring people together and gain a better insight into other cultures.

Ladies from our Women Facing Racism project prepared traditional dishes and hosted

conversations about their culture and their daily lives living in the uk. The event was attended by

people who had little previous interactions with people from minority communities and allowed them

to ask questions and learn about their lives in a non-judgmental environment. Positive feedback

from the event means REMA will develop a programme to roll out the initiative to more areas in

Rotherham in the coming year.

Community events

As usual we hosted and took part in a multitude of community events over the year.

Some of them were to support social campaigns, others were held to engage

communities or inform and educate

.

Events included:

International Roma Day, Ferham Festival , Let’s get Rotherham talking , Holocaust Memorial Day

Migration Yorkshire - Integrating Migrants, Refugee Week event , Eastwood Funfest

Inspire (cont...)
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Inspire
  

Once again our two most significant community events were the Rotherham Diversity Festival and the

Rotherham Black History Month celebration event.

Rotherham Diversity Festival

The annual Diversity Festival is the most high profile event in Rotherham’s social calendar for people of different

communities to come together and get a taste for other cultures. This year the Diversity Festival broadened its activities to

include a series of smaller workshops and events after REMA were successful in drawing down additional funding for The Rotherham

Cultural Group, the VCS organisation responsible for the festival. REMA continued to provide ‘hands-on’ support in the shape of

planning, booking performers, recruiting volunteers, marketing, securing equipment and resources. The main event weekend featured a

brilliant range of singers, dance troupes, workshops, children’s activities and cultural exchanges. The 2015 event drew large crowds and

received very positive feedback from visitors.

Black History Month

REMA co-organised the 2015 Black History Month Celebration Event in conjunction with the REMA AGM. Over 250 people attended a

vibrant and colourful celebration of the contribution BME communities have made to our town and culture. We organised numerous

workshops including Zimbabwean musical performances, Spoken word recitals, Grimm & Co Stereotypes workshop, Chinese toy making,

Arabic calligraphy and Yemeni folk music.

Volunteering

BME volunteers play a vital role in championing their communities, helping the less advantaged and supporting services that would not

exist otherwise. Volunteering is at the heart of the BME Voluntary and Community sector. Over the year

REMA has helped the sector to recruit and support 115 volunteer placements in a wide range of roles, including

                    

(cont...)

20.

37.

6.

5.
Others were  placed with organisations such as Grimm & Co, Rotherham Football Centre and The Unity Centre

volunteers’ organising and support Rotherham Diversity Festival
                   

volunteers championing hate crime awareness amongst BME
communities

   volunteers supporting Eastwood Fun Fest

                 
                     volunteers supporting a BME Dementia Café
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Whilst public sector cuts continue to bite, the need for efficient, organised and capable groups becomes increasingly important. At the same

time, achieving sustainability in the BME voluntary and community sector remains a difficult proposition.  

REMA supports its member organisations with the Get Organised (GO) project. Our capacity building programme is specifically designed to

strengthen our member groups. Whether it’s advising boards of trustees, helping with recruitment or finding funding, the GO project has helped

our members to bring in resources and improve service delivery.

Wah Hong Chinese Assoc.

Wah Hong Chinese Association is one of the oldest BME VCS groups in Rotherham and

has been working with the local Chinese communities for over two decades. They have

been at the forefront of promoting Chinese culture in Rotherham and supporting people of

Chinese descent with a range of social, educational and spiritual needs. As is typical of the

BME sector in Rotherham, Wah Hong Chinese Association is a micro organisation.  They

have less than one full time member of staff and turnover of less than £10,000 per year.

REMA continued to support the group in 2015 with a broad range of infrastructure services.

The group is run completely by volunteers and required support to deliver a series of cultural

events to celebrate and share Chinese culture in Rotherham. REMA provided training and

“hands on” support to deliver Rotherham’s Chinese New year events and Mooncake Festival.

Further capacity building took place through facilitating collaborations with Rotherham Diversity Festival. REMA’s funding support service also

helped secure a grant of £9,970 to deliver weekly health and wellbeing activities for the Chinese diaspora. These are in addition to the REMA

funded English/Chinese Conversation Club that was established in 2015 to address issues of isolation and joblessness in the community.

Unity Centre Management

REMA continues to provide a direct management service to the Unity Centre. This encompasses management of personnel, premises and

services. During 2015 REMA undertook a strategic business review of the Unity Centre. The review highlighted the continuing difficulties

presented by the financial sustainability of the nursery division and its impact on other areas of the business. Upon instruction from the board,

REMA oversaw the sale of the business to a leading local childcare provider, thereby protecting jobs and retaining provision but also allowing

the Unity Centre to concentrate on its core offer. As a result, the financial sustainability of the Unity Centre now looks very favourable for the

future

Strengthen

REMA SUPPORTED
42 PEOPLE TO
VOLUNTEER FOR
AT LEAST 5
DAYS DURING THE
YEAR.
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Kashmiri and Yemeni Older Peoples Forum.

What started as a response to the growing need for support for elderly Asian and Arabic men in Rotherham has evolved in to the Kashmiri and

Yemeni Older Peoples Group.  Now working with women as well as men, the group provides social activities interspersed with wellbeing

workshops and information sessions. Once a month, the group also hosts a Dementia Café in collaboration with the Alzheimer’s Society. Rema

has provided capacity building support in the shape of staff training (Direct Payments, Safeguarding, and First Aid,) as well as supporting

networking and collaboration with likeminded organisations such as Action for the Blind and Rotherham Older Peoples Forum. After helping the

group secure funding in 2014, further support was requested on financial and grant management systems. When groups have few paid staff and

few experienced trustees, securing grant funding can often increase their risk profile. The REMA small group support service has been crucial

for local BME groups to build their governance systems and meet funders’ requirements. For the KYOPF REMA provided income and

expenditure management support, record keeping training and funders report writing support to ensure the organisation could deliver weekly

social sessions for its older people while using best practice principles to manage delivery. As a result, 48 sessions have been delivered

throughout the year (a snippet from their timetable gives an indication of the range of activities taking place*) and an average of 40 older

Kashmir and Yemeni people have attended each session.

Strengthen (cont....)

"Rema are the back
 bone of our communities"

- Sithule Moyo  

Whilst the overwhelming majority of work done by BME groups is done for very little or no money at all, some activities require

income to deliver. In these instances, the task of securing financial support is a key priority for groups. REMA provides a

dedicated funding support service that provides groups with a comprehensive suite of services that start with project design,

includes funding searches, reviews organisational readiness, bid writing and establishing post-award monitoring and

evaluation systems. In 2015/16 we helped secure £40,000 for local BME groups. This helped our members deliver a wonderful

range of services to their communities. For example, The African Network were able to deliver a series of events to engage their

communities and we secured 10k for the Unity Centre to deliver a weekly confidence building class for BME women and funding

was secured for Roma Khamoro to help the local Roma community with advocacy and advice services.

8
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Collaborate
Partnership working is essential in today’s environment. Concerns over loss of independence, organisation culture or capacity are no

longer the insurmountable barriers they once were. More and more are receptive to the concept of collaboration and recognise resources

are in short supply. REMA’s role is often about brokerage; to introduce the right organisations to each other and then help with the “nuts

and bolts” of offering partnership agreements, codes of conduct or other support to ensure collaboration works for all partners.

K.Y.O.P.F & Crossroads

REMA have worked with Crossroads Care, a local charity that provides carers for local people.

There are disproportionately few BME people working as Carers and as a knock on effect few

BME services users are able to secure the services of a BME carer, who would offer both

culturally sensitive support and better communication through appropriate first language.  

To address this, REMA has worked with the Kashmiri and Yemeni Older Peoples Group in

collaboration with Crossroads Care. KYOPF worked with Crossroads Care to produce leaflets in

Urdu and Arabic and promoted services to their cohort of service users. REMA also facilitated

staff training for Crossroads Care by way of  'An introduction to Islam and Muslim Communities’

course covering cultural norms,  theological principles and tips for effective engagement to ensure

their existing workforce is attuned to the needs of BME communities. REMA also assisted Crossroads

on the Carers Resilience programme by supporting KYOPF to host an information awareness event on carers support

Islam Rotherham & Grow

A new generation of community activist has emerged from our latest collaboration project.  Rema has facilitated collaboration between

GROW (Give Real Opportunities to Women) and Islam Rotherham. A common interest for both organisations was to build the confidence

of marginalised women. The target demographic was muslim ladies who would not ordinarily engage with traditional activities and very

rarely left the home for anything other than domestic duties. REMA brought the two organisations together to develop and deliver a

confidence building course based on their faith. Theologically qualified tutors delivered the year long course using their common faith as a

primary vehicle for building confidence, learning about their rights and women’s empowerment from an Islamic perspective. Using faith

was an innovative framework for this type of course and has proven to be extremely successful. Feedback from the 38 ladies who took

part has been overwhelmingly positive and the impact on these ladies engagement levels and confidence has been amongst the highest

measured when compared with other confidence building initiatives. The ladies that took part came from a wide range of ethnic

backgrounds including, Turkish, Qatari, Sri Lankan and Spanish. VCS organisations and funders generally avoid getting involved with

activity identified as “religious” but REMA believes religion plays a huge role in the personal and social lives of Rotherham’s BME

communities and as has been proven by this collaboration it can be an effective  delivery mechanism for engaging and developing local

communities.

"With REMA’S support we have
produced information leaflets in different

languages and raised awareness of the
support which is available.  The training
delivered by REMA was excellent and

 provided our staff with a valuable insight
into Muslim culture enabling us deliver

services in a sensitive manner. “
- Liz Bent Crossroads
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Involve
A more equitable society is only achievable by ensuring minority groups have fair representation and are given the opportunity to air their

thoughts and hopes. REMA works to ensure Rotherham BME communities are given this opportunity and that service providers listen and

respond to feedback.

RECN

The Rotherham Ethnic Communities Network hosted by REMA is made up of a wide range of BME VCS groups and communities.

Examples of activity at the network in 2015/16 include

• BME young people issues meeting with Strategic Director of Children’s Services

• Pakistani community summit

• 2 x Commissioners Roadshow (Women’s & Faith communities)

• Hate Crime Operation Solar

• Roma Integration Summit

• Far Right protest briefings

• NHS new emergency centre configuration – BME input

Roma Forum

REMA hosts Rotherham’s Roma Forum. The Forum is an independent platform for the Roma community to discuss, explore and develop

solutions for the issues that face their community. Now in its fourth year, the forum is increasingly effective in gathering Roma views and

working with partner agencies to develop ideas to combat areas of concern.  The Roma Forum has been supported to facilitate

discussions on neighbourhood issues, social action projects, access to primary medical care and raising the level of drugs awareness in

the community. The key areas of work in 2014/15 have included: relaying community concerns on bullying in schools and CSE awareness.

Cohesion & Hate Crime

A number of projects were delivered during the year on hate crime and we continue to be a highly active third party reporting centre and

maintain our involvement on the Hate Crime scrutiny panel. In terms of broader cohesion issues, REMA has continued to facilitate

engagement between local authority, the police and local communities, particularly on far right protests and providing tension monitoring

advice. Below are a few of our relevant  projects

Women Facing Racism

                                                                                                         

REMA developed a hate crime advocate’s programme to develop community activists to encourage others to report hate crime and to

better understand their experiences and design better engagement models. The project was an instructive lesson on the reasons for under

reporting, with the most popular reasons being:

1. Fear of reprisals, both from the perpetrator and the Police

2. Women did not trust that  action would be taken against

perpetrators

3. Acceptance. A misplaced belief that abuse is to be

expected and accepted after the publishing of the Jay Report.

35  women aged from 16 – 60 years old  from African,

Pakistani, Arabic and White British backgrounds signed up

to take part in the project. The ladies learned about general

safety, understanding the cycle of abuse, challenging

stereotypes, women’s empowerment and disability crime

amongst other topics.
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The ladies met with various guest speakers including the local MP

Sarah Champion and the Rotherham Police Commander to improve

relationships with services and to make their voices heard by

influential decision makers.The ladies on the project also worked with

a local body dysmorphia artist, Leigh de Vries to produce a video to

illustrate the experience of women in hijabs walking through

Rotherham town centre. The video is available  to other organisations

as a resource. The project was a massive success. 110 ladies

attended the closing event to hear about the project.  Hate crime

reporting increased by 73% during the year and every participant

reported they were more willing to report.  Apart from the hard outputs

, the disparate group of ladies became friends both inside and outside

the group and began to support each beyond the scope of our

organised activity.  They talked of the sense of “sisterhood” they had

developed. Coupled with learning more about hate crime and

measures to tackle it, the higher levels of confidence resulted in a

sense of increased empowerment.

The ladies felt they understood how to make their voices heard on

issues that matter to them.

Memory Clinic Visit

REMA organised a visit for elderly BME people to visit the Memory Clinic. Very low numbers of BME people access the service currently and the

CCG requested a visit to assess the current surface and to make recommendations to improve engagement and service take-up.

Zines project

To help people understand the experiences of victims of hate crime, REMA brought together VCS groups that work with “protected

characteristics” as defined by the Equality Act 2010. Speakup work with people with learning disabilities and the Rainbow Project work with the

LGBT community. Zines were created by victims sharing their experiences, thoughts and insights about intolerance and victimisation. Copies are

available upon request.

Involve      (cont....)

participant comments before

“ I don’t think  people care about what happens to
us because they don’t listen”

“We wanted people to stand up for them and stick
up for them”

“They didn’t feel that they belonged to the
community anymore”

participant Comments after

“We have concrete action that we can see from
the police”

“We learned to fight for our rights”
“I never thought I would have the confidence to
talk to the police about anything, but I feel I can

now“
I will not hide away anymore

I have regained my independence
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Communication
Communicating with our member organisations and communities is a really important function.  As

a relatively small organisation it is crucial that we take advantage of the most efficient ways to

reach our audience.   We make significant use of online media to promote member’s activities,

share useful information and engage groups and individuals in our work. We always strive to make

our communication relevant and timely to ensure its usefulness. We also recognise that for some

parts of the community face-to-face remains the best option so we continue to visit member

organisations regularly and also use print material to promote activities.

at the end of March 2016 

Twitter - @Remacharity

Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/remacharity/

The Rotherham Ethic Minority Alliance 

Website Hits

www.rema-online.org.uk

 

568 “followers"

327 “likes"

 2705 "hits"
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Governance
REMA is a company limited by guarantee, incorporated in 2003. It was established under a memorandum of

 association, which sets out its objects and powers and is governed under its articles of association. The

memorandum and articles of association were last updated on 29th October 2010. REMA obtained charitable

status on 11th February 2011.

Our principal objective, as set out in our constitution, is to be the sole Umbrella Organisation for all of

Rotherham’s Minority Ethnic Communities by being the means of engagement for these communities

within all regeneration activity at local, sub-regional, regional, national and international levels. Our offices are

situated at The Unity Centre, St Leonards Road, Rotherham, S65 1PD

Trustee Board

The Trustee Board has ultimate responsibility for the governance and strategic direction of REMA,

ensuring that the charity upholds its ethos and values and delivers its objectives.

Directors

Chair: William Thomas   Vice Chair: Subodh Kapoor

Stephen Rogers, Andoche Massanga, Mansha Hussain, Mark Cummins, Mohammed Monir, Zahir Monir,

Kay Bacon, Alnaar Clayton, Sithule Moyo, Fakhary Amerie, Marie Konjatiova, Elias Chisambara, Paul Newman

Management

Operational management of REMA is delegated by the directors to the Chief Executive, who is accountable

to the Trustee Board for the stewardship of the charity. The Chief Executive attends

Board and Committee meetings.

Chief Executive: Azizzum Akhtar

Charity Number: 1140365

Company Number: 4730630

Bankers: The Co-operative Bank, 27 Bridgegate , Rotherham S60 1SN

Accounts: Prepared by HSL Accountancy Solutions

We would like to acknowledge the support and importance of our partnerships with all of our funders,

volunteers and partner agencies that have supported the delivery of our services. 
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